Business Systems Analyst
Review Proposals, gather facts, analyze data, and prepare a project synopsis which compares
alternatives in terms of cost, time, availability of equipments and personnel; evaluate and make
recommendations from a business perspective, the feasibility of designing/revising new or existing
computers systems; Analyze client’s management information processing, determine computation
needs, plan and design computer financial systems, utilizing techniques such as structured analysis,
data modeling and management information gathering; Analyze information obtained from
management in order to conceptualize and define operational problems; Analyze, design, develop,
test, implement, modify and maintain complex computer programs and systems for the banking and
finance industry; Assess, perform cost-benefit study and analyze the usefulness of pre-developed
application packages and adapt them to a user environment to enhance enterprise productivity;
Gather business requirements relating to banking software products, analyze, prepare, develop and
monitor business specification documents; Analyze user needs and requirements; develop new
programs to improve existing systems and workflow; determine software and hardware needs; Provide
knowledge and expertise on the application including purchased and custom applications and
interfaces; Provide guidance to technical staff during system design, coding, and delivering local
developments; Work with end-users to gather requirements, design, code, test, implement , enhance
and maintain applications; Implement procedures/function to enforce database consistency, integrity
& security; Analyze financial impact of proposed business system solutions; Assist and train staff and
end-users in proper use of computer systems and programs; provide technical assistance as needed;
Monitor real-time performance of packaged and custom applications; Document analysis results in a
concise and organized report; Assist employer with pre-sales support by demonstrating solutions and
addressing queries by prospective clients; and Test, maintain, and monitor banking programs and
systems, including coordinating the implementation and installation of banking programs and
systems, and train personnel and users to work with new banking systems and programs.
Required: Associates degree (or equivalent as determined by qualified credentials evaluator) in
IT/Comp. Sc./ Related field and 2 years Experience in job offered or in related IT occupation
Job site: 880 Apollo Street, # 357, El Segundo, CA 90245 (LA County)
Mail Resume to: hrusa@sofgen.com
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